PRODUCT TESTS / Tumble Dryers

Tumble Dryers

When the weather
lets you down, you
may need to turn to
a tumble dryer to
deal with your soggy
laundry. But which
ones are worth
taking for a spin?

In Ireland, even the summer months do not
guarantee great drying weather for hanging
clothes on the line and many households
find that they have to invest in a tumble
dryer to cope with their ongoing laundry
needs. The key is to find a machine that
will dry your clothes effectively, efficiently
and without guzzling energy. This is where
our independent labs come in – we have
put our testers on laundry duty to see
which tumble dryers are high-performing,
energy efficient, fast and easy to use.

Evolving tests
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue

At a glance
• 18 tumble dryers on test
• Care and maintenance
• Choice Buy models
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Our tests continually evolve as we seek
to enhance the quality of the information
that we bring to consumers and, since
our last tumble dryers test, we have made
some changes to how we evaluate each
appliance. Now that automatic sensors
are included on virtually all tumble dryers,
we have increased the overall importance
given to the exactness of programme
tests, in which we assess how accurately
an automatic programme will dry a

laundry load to the required level. Into
this assessment, we have also included our
evenness of drying test to gauge if clothes
are evenly dried throughout a load at the
end of a programme. Some other criteria,
including ease of use and programme time,
have seen small reductions in the weighting
accorded to them in the calculation of the
final result. For all results, see our table
below.

Products on test
All of the tumble dryers in our current
batch are condenser dryers, with no vented
dryers on test. Vented models take in
air, heat it, and blow it through the wet
laundry, expelling all evaporated moisture
through a hose that will need to be hung
out of a window or attached to a vent. In
contrast, condenser models collect the
water from wet laundry in a removable
container located within the appliance,
which will have to be emptied at regular
intervals. With many condenser models
now, however, you also have a hose option
that will allow you to run the water off
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through a drain if you want to avoid the job
of manually emptying the water container
– though this will limit where you can
position the appliance in your home.
		
Almost half the tumble dryers on
test incorporate heat pump technology,
which greatly reduces the amount of
energy needed to complete the drying
cycle. Heat pump dryers feature a closed
loop system that reuses the hot air in the
drum instead of wastefully letting the
heat escape and this recycling method
has a significant impact on the energy
consumption and, consequently, the
running costs of the appliance. You will
notice on our table that all machines
featuring heat pumps score highly for
low energy use. An appliance’s ongoing
running cost is a factor well worth taking
into account when choosing a tumble
dryer, particularly for heavy users, and
it may mean it is worth paying a higher
initial purchase price to procure an energyefficient machine.
		
Automatic sensors would seem
to be a feature of the majority of tumble
dryers today and certainly all appliances
on test had the benefit of sensors to detect
when the laundry load is dry and to stop
the machine accordingly. This has the
dual benefit of avoiding clothes being overdried and also of preventing the appliance
from continuing to run unnecessarily,
wasting energy and pushing up energy
bills. With the best machines, these sensors
are highly accurate and you can depend on
them to deliver perfect results throughout
the load with no damp surprises lurking
among otherwise flawlessly dried clothes.
		
The capacity of the tumble
dryers on test ranges from a relatively
modest 7kg to a positively generous 10kg.
Smaller or medium-sized households will
likely be served reasonably well by a 7kg
machine but as households get larger and
laundry needs grow, the bigger-capacity
machines come into their own. The quoted
capacity is for a cottons wash and, when it
comes to synthetics, most manufacturers
recommend popping in only half – or even
slightly less - that quantity. Most quick
or express programmes on tumble dryers
stipulate that they are suitable only for
small loads – often of 2kg to 3kg.
		
It is important with condenser
dryers that they are good at trapping as
much moisture as possible and prevent
it from escaping as steam, turning the
surrounding room into something of a
sauna and even creating the potential
for mould build-up. For this reason, our
condenser efficiency tests assess this
aspect of each appliance and, as you can
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see from the results, some machines are a
great deal better in this regard than others.
		
The newest development
in the tumble dryer category is the
introduction of smart capabilities. Not all
manufacturers are focusing on this area as
yet and it is a matter of personal preference
whether you will find smart features
of much practical use to you. These
machines tend to be wi-fi enabled and can
be connected to a companion app on a
smartphone or tablet pc. Through this app,
you can start, pause or stop your tumble
dryer or monitor the progress of a drying
cycle. With some machines, you will be
able to download additional programmes
or features, potentially enhancing the
appliance. More than half of the tumble
dryers in our current batch claim some sort
of smart functionality.

a build-up of lint also creates a potential
fire hazard. To keep your tumble dryer
running at peak efficiency and reduce
the risk of fire, you should clean the lint
filter every time you use the dryer. Given
the importance of this ongoing task, it
is worth considering before buying an
appliance where the lint filter is located
and how readily accessible it will be when
the machine is in position. It is also handy if
an indicator is provided on the machine to
remind you that this task needs doing.
Emptying the water reservoir: If your
condenser dryer does not use a hose option
to drain away water, then you will need to
regularly empty the removable container
that collects the moisture from wet laundry.
Ideally, you should do this after each load
to ensure you can run a drying cycle with
a full load without having to stop halfway
through to empty the tank.
Cleaning the sensor: A tumble dryer’s
sensor will need a little care and attention
if it is to successfully detect how wet your
clothes are and therefore how much drying
time they need. The machine’s drum will
need to be wiped every few months with
white vinegar or stainless-steel cleaner to
keep the sensor working well.
Cleaning the heat exchanger: Every so
often, you will need to remove and clean
the heat exchanger, which turns the steam
back into water and is located at the
bottom of the machine, under the drum.
Running this element under the tap will
help to get rid of any built-up dirt and hair.
Some tumble dryers have maintenance-free
heat exchangers that are protected by a
filtration system and that do not require
regular cleaning.

Useful contacts

Maintaining your tumble dryer
Condenser tumble dryers require a small
amount of regular maintenance to keep
them running smoothly and efficiently –
and also to prevent them from becoming a
potential fire risk.
Cleaning the lint filter: The lint filter
gathers the inevitable fluff that separates
itself from your laundry. A blocked
filter makes it harder for air to circulate
through your clothes, which means that
the machine needs to use more energy
to perform the same task. Importantly,

Bosch
tel (01) 450 2655
www.bosch-home.ie
Miele Ireland
tel (01) 461 0710
www.miele.ie
Siemens
tel (01) 450 2655
www.siemens-home.com/ie
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1. Bosch WTWH7561GB €900
The Choice Buy Bosch WTWH7561GB does not come cheap but you will get a highperforming large-capacity condenser tumble dryer with plenty of useful features and
added smart capabilities. With this Bosch model, you will be able to wash a generous
9kg of cottons in one go, though the manufacturer recommends only drying 3.5kg of
synthetics at once. Whichever load type you opt for, your laundry will be effectively
and evenly dried and this machine works both speedily and quietly. What’s more, your
laundry will be fairly free of creases when it emerges from the drum. Although a pricey
appliance, the inclusion of heat pump technology on this tumble dryer ensures that energy
consumption – and consequently running costs – are very low. The condenser works
well to prevent moisture escaping into the surrounding room and you can opt either
to empty the container manually or to plumb this machine to an outlet to enable it to
drain automatically. The Bosch WTWH7561GB scored very well for ease of use, aided by
such factors as the wide drum opening, interior light, self-cleaning condenser, and large
digital display. Thanks to its smart connectivity, you can monitor and control this machine
remotely via the Bosch Home Connect app downloaded onto a smartphone.

2. Miele TDB220WP €899
The Choice Buy Miele TDB220WP can be relied on to do a great job of the all-important
task of ridding your laundry of moisture ready to be ironed or popped directly into a
drawer. In our tests, this 7kg Miele model provided very effective and efficient drying
of both cottons and synthetic loads and the results were pretty even with a low risk of
finding a soggy stray sock among all your perfectly dried laundry items. Drying times
were found to be decent though not the speediest on test and you may need to get the
iron out to smooth away some creases. On the plus side though, this tumble dryer has
the benefit of heat pump technology, enabling it to reuse the hot air inside the machine
and keeping both energy consumption and your electricity bills low. The condenser is
super at keeping moisture trapped inside the machine, preventing it from causing steam
or condensation problems in the surrounding room, and indicators let you know when it
is time to empty the container and also when the filter needs cleaning. The wide range
of programme options includes Delicates, Denim, Woollens Handcare, and Outerwear as
well as an express setting for small laundry loads.

Follow
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onFacebook
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(25%)

www.facebook.com/ConsumersAssociationIreland
www.twitter.com/The_CAI
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS

TEST PERFORMANCE

SCORE

Exactness of programme (40%)
Cottons load
Price (€)

Size (cm) (hxwxd)*

Energy label

Capacity
(kg)

Heat pump
technology

Smartphone
programme
control

900

85x59.5x66.5

A++

9

✓

✓

Synthetics
load

Programme time (10%)

Evenness of
Overall
Cottons load
drying
exactness of
programme
score

Synthetics
load

Overall
programme
time score

Energy use
(20%)

Condenser
efficiency
(10%)

Ease of use
(12%)

Creasing
(4%)

Noise (4%)

Star ratings are out of five.

























7
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A+

7

✓
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84.5x60x67

A++

8

✓
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460

84x59.5x61

A++

10

✓
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Beko DTGC7000W

320

84.5x59.5x58

B

7

























61

7

Hoover DX
H9A2DCE-80

570

84x60x62

A++

9
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8

Bosch WTG86402GB/04

900

84x60x66.5

B

8
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9

Beko DTGC8000W

270

85x60x57.5

B

8

























54

10 Hoover DX C9DKE-80

550

84x60x61.5

B

9
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11

Grundig GTN27110GW

450

84.5x59.5x58

B

7
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12

Candy GVS C10DE-S

299

84.5x60x60

B

10

✓
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13

Hoover DXC10TCE

390

84.5x60x61

B

10

✓
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14

Candy GVS
H9A2DCE-80

482

84x60x61.5

A++

9

✓
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15

Candy CS C10 LF-S

312

84.5x60x61.5

B

10

✓
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16 Hoover DX C9DG-80

290

84.5x60x61

B

9

✓
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17

Hoover DX C8TCE-80

325

84.5x60x61.5

B

8

✓
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18

Candy GVS C10DCG-80

364

84.5x60x60

B

10

✓
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1

Bosch WTWH7561GB

2

Miele TDB220WP
ACTIVE

899

85x59.5x64

A++

3

Beko DTBP7001W

440

84.5x59.5x57.5

4

Bosch WTM85230GB/01

960

5

Hoover DXH10A2TCE

6
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✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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USING THE TABLE
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SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop
around.
Capacity: The stated capacity of the
appliance for a full load of cottons.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Exactness of programme: The results
delivered by the drying programme for
both a cottons load and a synthetics
load including whether all items are
evenly dried or some are still soggy while
others are dry.
Programme time: The time taken to
complete the programme on both a
cottons load and a synthetics load.
Condenser efficiency: How little water
from the laundry escapes from the dryer.
Creasing: The extent to which the items
that have been dried are creased and in
need of ironing. The higher the score,
the less creasing produced.
Ease of use: The ease of loading and
programming the appliance and of
removing the water container and
cleaning lint filters and heat exchangers.
Energy Use: The energy consumption of
the appliance when it is in operation and
on standby.
Noise: How noisy the appliance is at
the loudest part of the drying cycle.
The higher the score, the less noise the
appliance makes.

www.thecai.ie
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More Tumble Dryer Choice Buys
As noted above, our labs have recently tweaked our tumble dryer tests, altering the weightings given to the various categories and
incorporating evenness of drying into the exactness of programme testing. As well as bringing you our latest results, we wanted
to highlight some Choice Buy models tested late last year under the previous parameters. Because the weighting awarded to
each of the categories was different in this earlier assessment and the results are not directly comparable, we cannot include these
models on our main table. However, these models performed extremely well in tests and we are very happy to recommend them
as excellent appliances.

MODEL

TEST PERFORMANCE
Exactness of Programme
programme time (15%)
(10%)

Bosch WTYH6790GB

SCORE
Evenness
of drying
(10%)

Condenser
efficiency
(10%)

   

Creasing
(5%)

Ease of use
(20%)

Energy use
(25%)

Noise (5%)
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Siemens WT4HY790GB/17
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Bosch WTWH7560GB
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Miele TCE 620
WP

Bosch WTYH6790GB €900

Siemens WT4HY790GB €900

The Choice Buy Bosch WTYH6790GB is a feature-laden tumble dryer that
performs excellently and could be a good option for larger households
where damp laundry can pile up quickly. The generously sized drum
can accommodate up to 9kg of cottons in one go and the automatic
sensors do a super job of detecting when all moisture has been
eliminated from your laundry and stopping the machine accordingly.
Testers found the drying results to be extremely even throughout the
load, with no damp surprises lurking at the back of the drum, and this
machine accomplishes all tasks within a fairly swift time, so you won’t
be left waiting too long for your dry clothes. You may need to grab an
iron afterwards, however, as testers found a fair amount of creasing.
Thanks to the heat pump technology that recycles the hot air inside the
machine, energy consumption is kept to a minimum, limiting the impact
on electricity bills. Although not particularly quiet, this tumble dryer is
no noisier than average and it sports excellent condenser efficiency and
a self-cleaning condenser as well as smart connectivity enabling remote
operation via the Bosch Home Connect app on a smartphone or tablet.

The Choice Buy Siemens WT4HY790GB is a clever machine that dries
excellently and has a few tricks up its sleeve to add to its appeal. When
it comes to the key task of ridding your laundry of moisture, this Siemens
model can be relied upon to do a great job and its effective sensors
accurately detect when both your cottons and synthetics are dried to the
required level. What’s more, the results will be very even throughout the
load and this machine is efficient as well as effective, with drying times that
are fairly speedy. As with many tumble dryers, creasing may be a bit of an
issue and this model will not be particularly quiet as it runs through its cycle.
On the plus side, condenser efficiency is excellent and the manufacturer
touts its condenser as cleaning itself several times during the drying cycle to
eliminate you having to do the task yourself and also helping to keep energy
consumption down to the low levels achieved with the aid of the appliance’s
heat pump technology. Sporting the latest smart credentials, this tumble
dryer is wi-fi enabled, letting you link it to the Home Connect app and
allowing for remote monitoring and control.
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Bosch WTWH7560GB €800
The Choice Buy Bosch WTWH7560GB will make quick work of ridding your
laundry of moisture at the same time as keeping energy consumption to a
minimum. This condenser tumble dryer incorporates heat pump technology
to recycle hot air within the machine, cutting down on electricity costs
and whereas some heat-pump models can be on the slow side, this Bosch
appliance is pretty speedy. What’s more, when clothes emerge from the
drum, they will be reliably and evenly dried to the degree required thanks
to a sensor that accurately detects moisture levels and stops the machine
accordingly. You might need to keep an iron handy, however, as testers
found creasing to be an issue. The drum is generously sized, fitting up to
9kg of cottons and making it suitable for larger households – and even
accommodating a duvet, with a special setting provided, to save you a trip to
the launderette. Other programmes on offer include Delicates, Sportswear,
Allergy+ and Super Quick 40 and the clear digital display will let you know
how long the cycle has left to run. Alternatively, you can make use of the
Bosch Home Connect app on your smartphone that can link to this wi-fi
enabled machine to remotely monitor or control its operation.
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Miele TCE620 WP €1,094
The Choice Buy Miele TCE620 WP is a pricey appliance that will do a great
job of getting your laundry dry and won’t push up your electricity bills. This
machine can cope with 8kg of cottons and 4kg of synthetics, which should
serve medium-sized households well and the heat pump technology ensures
excellent energy efficiency, to keep running costs low – something that heavy
users will particularly appreciate. The automatic sensors on this Miele model
do sterling work of detecting when the clothes inside are dry with results that
are fairly even throughout the load. Though not too sluggish, this tumble
dryer is not as speedy as many other Choice Buys, so you may need to wait a
little longer for your clothes to be ready. This machine is very easy to use and
has some potentially appealing features, including the ability to delay the start
time, an interior drum light, and a memory function that will store programme
settings that you use frequently. The range of programmes includes Delicates,
Outerwear, Denim and Express and you can add a pleasant scent to your laundry
load though the Fragrance Dos feature. Tumble dryers are not the quietest of
machines but this one is no noisier than most.
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